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LIVE MIGRATION
ANYWHERE

The Power of Mobility at Your Fingertips

Reduce Labor & Complexity

Shorten Cutover Window to Minutes

Application-agnostic replication allows seamless migration

Continuous Data Replication operates in the

of even the most complex workloads from any physical,

background, with no system performance disruption.

virtual, or cloud infrastructure. As a result, there is a

Cutover takes place as planned in advance within

significant reduction in time, labor, and specialized skill

minutes, without requiring reboot of

sets needed for migration projects.

source machine(s).

APIs & Postscripts for
Automation and Optimization

Predictable & No-Risk Cutover

Designed for large-scale migrations, CloudEndure

Non-disruptive testing assures confidence before
cutting over to the target infrastructure. Workloads

enables automated data replication from thousands

are replicated according to the highest security

of machines simultaneously without any performance

standards, then migrated with 100% data integrity

impact. The entire migration lifecycle, including APIs

at the click of a button.

and post-migration scripts, can be managed via a
single pane of glass.
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How CloudEndure Live Migration Works
CloudEndure enables organizations to replicate any workload, including legacy applications and complex databases,
from any physical, virtual, or cloud-based infrastructure without downtime, disruption, or data loss. Using continuous
block-level replication, one-minute image conversion, and automated orchestration, CloudEndure simplifies the
migration process, minimizes cutover windows, and eliminates the potential for human error. Even in cases of largescale projects, CloudEndure ensures on-time, on-budget migrations, with 100% data integrity.

“We were really worried about migrating our huge MySQL databases, but in
the end we didn’t have any problems. Our servers just booted up and worked
perfectly. It took about five minutes to cutover.”
Craig Sutter, CTO at Vetsource

Among CloudEndure's Customers

For more information about disaster recovery and live migration:
®
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